Are Naturopathic Universities “The Natural Places” to investigate Attention-Deficit Type Disorders, with Possible Linkages to Cultural Patterns and the EMF? BEATRIZ DE SOUZA, Camaragibe, PE, Brazil, CHAN BALAM MATAGAMON, SAGAMO PAWA MATAGAMON1, Pawtucket Lodge, Merrimack Watershed Indian Council, MA, NH — We desire serious investigations of behavioral impacts of certain localized or larger-scale environmental elements, such as the electromagnetic spectrum as detected by us at some sites. One author was impacted by the earth’s EMF to such an extent in FL that it falsely convinced him that he was having a heart attack more severe than his nearly fatal one. Instead, it preceded an earthquake he then predicted six hours in advance. Chitto Tustenuggee’s ‘everglades’ site, in Miramar FL, evokes tinnitus. Elsewhere, unease, terror, inappropriate behavior or sporadic loss of attention occurs where it can impact runway or roadway safety. Physics and Naturopathic Universities could be appropriate partners for understanding, preventing or curing these.
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